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Human history is old… very old. I've mentioned before that much evidence exists to believe that God's 
children have existed for unknown eons, possibly even billions of years in the universe. I could not 
understand why a Heavenly Parent would wait so long to create His children. A being who wants children 
wouldn't wait so long as billions of years. 
 
Many times I questioned the answer I was given by elders that the environment was not yet ready. What 
wasn't ready was never answered. 
 
It has long been my belief that humankind, even if in different appearance, has been in existence an 
extremely long time, possibly even in different galaxies. We're just the latest version of an old creation. 
 
There are signs that we inherited a level of knowledge from before, however basic the inheritance may 
have been. There is evidence that a global civilization preexisted our present one..at least once. There are 
also signs these beings may have been technologically advanced but as evil as they come; beings looking 
out for #1 and using others as tools for their grandeur. 
 
To just point out one item. In the after effects of their disappearance from the earth, peoples around the 
world were left masterless and without compass. All over the world people were left to fend for 
themselves. They knew a few basics of agriculture. Some were given astrology, an interesting science but 
with little relevance to daily survival. On a spiritual level astronomy gave some good stories. Some 
claimed our ancestors were made by beings from far away stars and galaxies. These stories came to us 
from our ancestors from many parts of the world. 
 
A most telling story of evidence that our predecessors ignored our wellbeing beyond immediate needs is 
that after they disappeared, mankind was left without a common base to work together, as if it was 
intentionally done so. 
 
Mankind was left without a common writing system. The for great ancient cultures all understood that 
writing was all important, essential for survival; they probably saw their former leaders reading and 
writing. 
 
Each of the great cultures began writing systems in totally different ways. Egypt, Mesopotamia, Indus 
Valley and China, all developed fundamentally different forms of writing. It was as if on purpose each 
was put on a different path, so they would not be able to share information; the veritable Babel of Tower. 
 
In passing I'd like to point out that I find many of the Bible stories, though written unintelligibly as far as 
logical, sequential historic prose is concerned, it does have many elements which tell of knowledge 
inherited even long before the first books were written. The Fall, sodom and Gomorrah, and other stories 
seem totally out of place in time at least. There seemed to have been spiritual laws understood in a time 
when people were playing around with ideas of gods and angels. 
 
Back to the main story. The real question becomes what was the right environment, and what does it 
mean that God was looking for His children? The right environment for God to send His children means 
for God's children to be perfected. Mistakenly the two questions are seen as unrelated but in fact they are 
one and the same. The two questions are two sides of the same coin. The right environment is God's 



 

 

perfected children, the very ones our True Parents are now in the process of delivering to Heavenly Father 
in the coming weeks. 
 
Waiting for the right environment is equal to waiting for God to perfect His children or for His children to 
be perfected. They are one and the same. 
 
The evidence God's children have predated us here and today is overwhelming, as is the logical question 
of why God took so long to create us. 
 
There have been beings existent on earth for countless of millions of years, evidenced by frequent 
discoveries of ooparts, Out of Place Artifacts, around the world. One of the latest has been the finding of a 
wheel in a cave in Ukraine, while miners were digging for minerals. They found this wheel in what they 
estimate is a 300 million year old layer of sediment. Clearly this wheel was not a natural formation. 
 
A previous discovery was an axe found in a cave in western US which also dated in the millions of years. 
Also, this is clearly not an accidental geological creation. The axe with a part of its handle still in place 
tells the story of beings being here long ago. 
 
In South Africa there is evidence of gold mines also dating back many millions of years. 
 
By no means are we God's first attempts to create (and perfect) His children. Since time immemorial 
Heavenly Father has been trying to create His children. Create here includes to perfect. 
 
Something went awfully wrong at the beginning. The biblical Fall occurred with Heavenly Parent's first, 
second and all previous attempts at creating mankind throughout creation history. 
 
Before the Washington Monument rally True Parents said that if we failed at the rally mankind would 
enter a deep dark age for tens of thousands of years. It has previously been seen that past civilizations 
have lasted a mere few tens of thousands of years at most, then they seemingly self-annihilated 
themselves; disappeared. Evidence of such wars can be seen in the vitrifications found in the Indus Valley 
dating back thousands of years. This can only take place in heat not obtainable in the hottest ovens or 
kilns. 
 
What's the image of a failed Washington Monument rally? We can imagine what the world could be like 
if North Korea had come up on top, and dominated human history with the Kim dynasty out to look after 
themselves and treat all other people as their pawns; free to do with all mankind as they wished. All 
religious people would be first to be exterminated on a global level; Satan at its apex. 
 
On a physical world level, we have the earth agonizingly screaming out at mankind in pain, looking for us 
to uphold the Third Blessing, the third human mission. Pollution, in terms of garbage on land and in the 
seas is a reminder that although True Parents are about to proclaim cosmic history's greatest victory for 
Heavenly Father, we have a long way before He, mankind and creation are able to rest. 
 
We see the importance and value of True Parents in a much deeper, much more serious light when taking 
into consideration Heavenly Parent's long wait for them. History and mankind have also waited. True 
Parents suffered unimaginably for 'me', and all our ancestors contributed to this pain. We the family of 
True Parents are part of the solution, but we are also descendants of the problem. 
 
 


